Popular Aviation Careers

Use the web site www.avjobs.com/careers to investigate careers in the aviation industry. Go to the web page and read the description for the jobs that sound interesting to you. Then pick the one that could be a career option for you and complete the information below.

Name of job/career: ________________________________

Description of duties: ________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Working Conditions: ________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Experience and education required: ________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

Salary and Pay (click the link to go to the salary, wages, and pay report. Select the category that best fits the job.)  Min: _________________  Avg: _________________  Max: _________________
Popular Aviation Careers

Aerospace Careers

- Drafter - Aeronautical Drafter
- Engineer - Aerospace Engineer
- Operations Technicians - Aerospace Engineering and Operations Technicians

Aircraft Manufacturing Careers

- Aerospace Workers - Aerospace Manufacturing and Assembly
- Scientist - Aeronautical and Astronautical Systems Design
- Technician - Airframe Equipment and Engine Assembly

Airline Careers

- Aviation Maintenance - Aircraft Mechanic (A&P)
- Non-Flying - Administrative Personnel
- Non-Flying - Air Cargo Handler
- Non-Flying - Air Freight Agent
- Non-Flying - Aircraft Fueler
- Non-Flying - Baggage Handler, Ground or Station Attendant
- Non-Flying - Cabin Maintenance Mechanic
- Non-Flying - Cabin Serviceperson
- Non-Flying - District Sales Manager
- Non-Flying - Driver
- Non-Flying - Engineer
- Non-Flying - Flight Dispatcher
- Non-Flying - Food Service Personnel
- Non-Flying - Ground Attendant
- Non-Flying - GSE Mechanic
- Non-Flying - Instructor
- Non-Flying - Meteorologist
- Non-Flying - Passenger Service Agent
- Non-Flying - Professional Personnel
- Non-Flying - Ramp Planner
- Non-Flying - Ramp Service Personnel
- Non-Flying - Reservation Sales Agent
- Non-Flying - Sales Representative
- Non-Flying - Schedule Coordinator
- Non-Flying - Sky Cap
- Non-Flying - Station Agent
- Non-flying - Station Manager
- Non-Flying - Teletypist
- Non-Flying - Ticket Agent
Airport Careers

- Assistant Airport Manager - Airport Management
- Director or Manager - Airport Operations
- Engineer - Airport Engineer
- Fixed Base Operator - Airport FBO
- Fixed Base Operator - Line Person
- Safety Personnel - Airport Safety and Security
- Service Person - Airport Maintenance
- Terminal Concessionaire - Airport Terminal

Federal Government Careers

- FAA Air Traffic Control Specialist - Air Route Traffic Control Center
- FAA Air Traffic Control Specialist - Airport Traffic Control Tower (ATCT)
- FAA Air Traffic Control Specialist - Flight Service Station
- FAA Aviation Safety Inspector - Airworthiness
- FAA Aviation Safety Inspector - GS-5/15
- FAA Aviation Safety Inspector - Manufacturing
- FAA Aviation Safety Inspector - Operations
- FAA Electronics Technician - Airspace System Inspection 2
- FAA Electronics Technician - Federal Aviation
- FAA Engineer - Federal Aviation Engineering
- FAA Engineering Aid or Technician - FAA Engineering Aid or Technician
- FAA Maintenance Mechanic - Maintenance and Mechanic
- FAA Other Professional Employees - Civil Aeronautics Board
- National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) - Aircraft Accident Investigator
- National Weather Service - Meteorologist and Meteorological Technician
- Pilot - Airspace System Inspection
- Pilot - FAA Flight Test Pilot
- US Military Service Careers - Civilian Aviation
- US Military Service Careers - Military Aviation

In Flight Careers

- Commercial Airplane or Helicopter Pilot - Commercial Flying
- Flight Attendant - Airline Flight Attendant
- Flight Attendant - Corporate Flight Attendant
- Pilot - Agricultural Pilot
- Pilot - Air Taxi or Charter Pilot
- Pilot - Airline Captain
- Pilot - Copilot or First Officer
- Pilot - Corporate Pilot
- Pilot - Ferry Pilot
- Pilot - Flight Engineer or Second Officer
- Pilot - Flight Instructor
• Pilot - Helicopter Pilot
• Pilot - Patrol Pilot
• Pilot - Test Pilot

Physical Scientists Careers

• Astronomer - Astronomers and Physicists
• Scientist - Atmospheric and Space Scientists

State Government Careers

• Aviation Careers - Aeronautics Department or Commission